N2 WILD COAST TOLL HIGHWAY PROJECT
MINUTES OF AUTHORITIES COORDINATION
COMMITTEE MEETING NUMBER 15

Date:

4 March 2020

Time:

08h30

Venue: Mthamvuna Room, Wild Coast Sun

No.
1.

Item
OPENING AND WELCOME

1.1

Opening
Mr Drew (NMA Effective Social Strategists) opened the meeting and welcomed everybody
present. Refer to attendance register for list of attendees

1.2

Apologies
Apologies were given for Mr van der Merwe (DEFF Forestry), Ms Tshefu and Mr de Villiers
(DEDEAT) and Mr Willis (SANBI).

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2.1

The agenda was adopted as a suitable guide for the proceedings of the meeting without any
amendments or additions.

3.

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

3.1

The minutes were adopted as an accurate reflection of the proceedings of the previous meeting
without any amendments or additions.

4.

MATTERS ARISING

Action

Matters Arising from the Minutes of ACC Meeting No. 14 on 13 November 2019
4.1

Item 4.1: Heritage practitioner to submit a close out report to ECPHRA once all the outstanding
work on the relocated graves is completed.
Mr Drew said feedback he received on the graves indicated that most of the remedial work has
been completed. However, there are still graves for eight families that will have to be moved once
these families are relocated to their new homes. Eskom have not yet provided electrical
connections to the new houses and this is delaying the move. The heritage practitioner is now in a
position to begin the close out report and will submit it to ECPHRA once all the work is completed.

4.2

Item 4.3: Follow-up Meeting between SANRAL, DEDEAT and DMR on the quarry and sand mining
sites.
Ms Songxaba (SANRAL) said the meeting did not go ahead. She noted that a number of permit
applications had been submitted to DMR for sites to supply the project and as DEDEAT is a
commenting authority they will have the opportunity to review all the applications and submit their
comments to DMR. She said SANRAL no longer requires a meeting with DMR.

4.3

Item 4.6: Mr Drew to inform Ms Gwentshe that she should attend both the ACC and EMC
meetings.
Mr Drew said that this was done.

4.4

Item 5.2: It was agreed that the correspondence from Richard Spoor Attorneys could be placed on
the EMC agenda.
Mr Drew said this matter was discussed at the last EMC meeting.

4.5

Item 5.3: The plant search and rescue service providers to be provided with new contracts by
Concor Mota-Engil JV.
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Mr Drew said the feedeback he received indicated these contracts were renewed in November.
4.6

Item 5.4: ECPTA to explore the possibility of the Mtentu community getting involved in the
nurseries with SANRAL and the relevant authorities.
Mr Drew said that this was just a reminder for ECPTA.

4.7

Item 5.7: CMEJV to make the necessary space available at Msikaba north and south site camps to
relocate the plant holding areas to the bridge site camps.
Mr Drew said the feedback he received indicated that suitable areas have been allocated on both
the north and south banks of the Msikaba and agreed with the service provider and establishment
of the plant holding areas is imminent.

4.8

CMEJV

Item 5.9: A letter from the ACC should be sent to the HODs of COGTA, DRDLR and Department
of Agriculture requesting assistance in managing illegal structures along the road.
Mr Drew said that a letter was prepared from the ACC and EMC but it has not yet been sent. He
read out the letter (see Annexure I for a copy of the letter) and it was agreed that the letter
adequately conveyed the concerns of the ACC and EMC.
Mr Drew said that he would send the letter out with the minutes and let the members of the ACC
and EMC provide any comments and then it could be sent to the N2 Wild Coast Toll Highway
Political Oversight Committee.

5.

OTHER ISSUES / GENERAL

5.1

Mr Mphahlele (SANRAL) made a recommendation that the frequency of the ACC and EMC
meetings be reduced as there is only one bridge being constructed at the moment and the
construction of the Mtentu Bridge, which is the most important of the two bridges in terms of
environmental impacts because of the method of construction, is unlikely to resume for some time.
He said the ECOs will still continue with their monthly site visits and the quarterly audit reports will
still be done and these can be disseminated electronically. He said he doesn’t think it is necessary
to meet in another two months time for the meeting in May and suggested the next meeting should
be the one scheduled for August.

NMA

Mr McLachlan (SANRAL) said that the tender for the Mtentu Bridge would open on 20 March and
there will be four months before submissions close. He said it is unlikely that a contractor will be
appointed until the beginning of 2021 and then there will be a four month ramp-up period for the
contractor to get on site and sort out all the SMME appointments and local labour so work will
probably only commence by around April 2021. He said for two of the roads packages the
relocation and construction of access roads would start shortly and would continue until the end of
the year and the tenders for the main construction work would go out around July and would also
only be awarded around the end of the year. The contractors for these two packages would
therefore only be on site in early 2021 and there would also be a ramp-up period for them as well.
He said at Msikaba the foundations are currently being excavated for the anchor blocks and when
these are cast it will be a complex technical process that will run 24 hours a day. The other major
works will be the bulk earthworks for about a kilometre either side of the bridge and the cable car
must also be installed. In terms of the foot print of the work to be done this year it has already
been cleared except for a small area for the bulk earthworks so there are not going to be any
major environmental impacts for the remainder of the year.
Mr Smit (DEFF Environment - Integrated Environmental Authorisations) said that it is important to
make sure that the frequency of the meetings complies with the conditions in the ROD. He read
condition 6.2.4.1 which states that the ACC should convene quarterly or as agreed upon with
DEFF so if it is agreed at this meeting that the next meeting should only be in August then that is
fine.
It was agreed that the next meeting would be in August and the contractor and ECOs would
advise nearer the time whether there should be a site visit before the meeting.
5.2

NMA

Mr McLachlan said that SANRAL has been accused by the Amadiba Crisis Committee of trying to
get the headwoman from the Mgungundlovu Administrative Area fired but this is not true. He said
SANRAL asked COGTA to assist in the amaDiba area and COGTA called a meeting in December
with the chief and all the inkosana and usibonda at the komkhulu to which SANRAL was also
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invited. COGTA laid the law down to Chief Baleni and said he must run his traditional authority
properly. COGTA also told headwoman Baleni that she is a government employee who receives a
salary from the government and she must therefore work with the government on government
projects and stop trying to derail the N2 project. She was given an ultimatum by GOGTA to decide
whether she wanted to remain as inkosana or resign and if she decided to continue then she
would have to work within the rules and assist the government with its work. The Amadiba Crisis
Committee claimed that this amounted to SANRAL trying to get the headwoman fired. He said
there have been subsequent meetings and the Baleni royal household and all the inkosana and
usibonda were due to meet that week to determine how they are going to resolve the matter. He
said there is wide spread support for the project and they are trying to move forwards by following
the correct procedures in terms of traditional leadership. He said the Amadiba Crisis Committee
are now also claiming that they are not against the road and that they just want it moved inland a
few kilometres. This is another disguised delaying tactic as they know full well that the one inland
route was discarded during the EIA scoping process as not feasible while the other inland route
was assessed as part of the EIA but it was found that it had a greater overall impact and was
therefore not authorised for construction.
6.

WAY FORWARD AND CLOSURE

6.1

Mr Drew said that a decision would be taken on whether there would be a site visit and where the
venue for the August meeting would be closer to the time. He then closed the meeting.
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